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Executive Summary
The Belmont-Carlton Neighborhood Access project was formed in partnership 
with the Belmont-Carlton Neighborhood Association. Founded in 1980, 
the Belmont-Carlton Neighborhood Association (BCNA)  was created to 
“connect residents with the people and resources needed to realize their goals 
for the neighborhood.” Belmont-Carlton is a neighborhood that comprises 
the southwest area of Charlottesville, bounded by the CSX Railway, Moore’s 
Creek, and 6th Street SW. With its grid-style residential network, distinctive 
downtown, and industrial corridor, Belmont-Carlton is a uniquely vibrant 
community. As both Belmont-Carlton and Charlottesville have experienced 
growth over the past years, transportation within and around the area has 
changed, with increasing volumes of traffic and emerging multi-modal needs. 
The neighborhood’s character and location directly adjacent to Downtown 
Charlottesville make Belmont-Carlton a prime area for current and future 
residents of the city. With these considerations, BCNA has guided the 
Belmont-Carlton Neighborhood Access project  with the overarching goal 
of encouraging walking and biking through the neighborhood by identifying 
and adapting existing infrastructure needs and anticipating future needs in 
areas of proposed development.

To develop strategies for Belmont-Carlton, we first delved into how this 
project fits into the existing narrative of the city’s transportation network. 
We wanted to prioritize lived experiences of Belmont-Carlton and conducted 
site visits throughout the neighborhood to understand walking and biking 
in and around Belmont-Carlton. Through ongoing discussions with our 
community partners and the resident walkabout, we gathered site-specific 
challenges and opportunities for pedestrians and cyclists. Additionally, we 
wanted to recognize city plans that have involved Belmont-Carlton, but lack 
the specificity that this project brings forward. We conducted a literature 
review of the Charlottesville Bicycle & Pedestrian Master Plan, Streets That 
Work, and the Belmont Bridge Plan. Though these plans include and impact 
Belmont-Carlton’s active transportation, the Belmont-Carlton Neighborhood 
Access project fills a need for specific neighborhood strategies. To further 
bolster our literature review, we included precedent studies of transportation 
interventions that transformed their community walking and biking.

The Belmont-Carlton Neighborhood Access recommendations focus on 
three key components: (1) New Local Street Types, (2) Existing Framework 
Streets, and (3) Transportation Around New Developments.

(1) New Local Street Types
As discussed, the plans of Streets That Work was taken into account for the 
development of Belmont-Carlton Neighborhood Access. Streets That Work 
analyzes Monticello Avenue, 6th Street SE, Elliott Avenue, and Carlton 
Avenue, however, it excludes what they refer to as “Local Streets” which 
are the majority of roadways in the city, including the Belmont-Carlton 
neighborhood. Belmont-Carlton Neighborhood Access developed new local 
street types that are not included in Streets That Work that are classified 
based on heightened sensitivity to different users; Local A: Cars, Local B: 
Multi-modal, Local C: Bicycles & Pedestrians, and Local D: Local Access. 
These new local street types are integral to supporting walking and biking 
in Belmont-Carlton as different residents and areas have different needs and 
desires.

(2) Existing Framework Streets
Residents of Belmont-Carlton and BCNA have greatly informed the Belmont-
Carlton Neighborhood Access project in identifying key intersections and 
corridors of conflict. With further discussion with Belmont-Carlton residents 
and studies of the neighborhood, the final areas of interest included: (1) 
Monticello Avenue & Meridian Street, (2) Elliott Avenue & Monticello 
Avenue, and (3) Elliott Avenue & Rialto Street. These recommendations are 
for existing infrastructure in Belmont-Carlton and outline specific strategies 
to improve pedestrian and bicycling connections. 

(3) Transportation Around New Developments
Belmont-Carlton continues to attract new residents and development in 
Charlottesville. With increasing population, transportation and infrastructure 
will need to adapt to this pressure. With available information given to us 
by BCNA on incoming development, we analyzed possible increases in 
population and traffic. We strongly encourage discussions with developers 
to ensure appropriate infrastructure is installed with the density of their 
developments.
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City context of Belmont-Carlton
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